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Let R = h[X, ,..., X,] be a polynomial ring over a field k, and let 
G C GL(N, k) be a finite group acting on R in the natural way. Assume that 
(IG),chk)=l,ifchk#O.Then,wehave 
THEOREM. The ring of invariant RG is regular (OY what amounts to the 
same thing, the number of basic invariant forms is equal to N), ; f  and only if G 
is generated by generalized rejlexions. 
This was essentially proved by Chevalley [3] (and Shephard and Todd [12]) 
(cf. Serre [13]). In this paper, we prove this theorem via the following lemma: 
G is generated by generalized reflexions if and only if R @R~ R is a Cohen- 
Macaulay ring. Intuitively, Spec R BRc R = X can be thought of as the 
point set {(x, x”) / x E Spec R, g E G}, so that X is a union of vector spaces 
each of which is isomorphic to Spec R. Thus, the lemma asserts that, in 
particular, in order for R @# R to be Cohen-Macaulay, the “singularity” 
of X must be the largest possible. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to show that this is the case for any 
Cohen-Macaulay ring A such that each component of A is a regular ring. 
In the first section, we fix a regular local ring A and consider, mostly, 
ideals of the form a = nis, pi , where I is a finite set of indices and pi is 
a regular prime of A. (We say that p is a regular prime if A/p is regular.) 
Various properties of A/a will be shown, especially when it is assumed to be 
a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Of course, our study of Cohen-Macaulay rings of 
this kind was motivated by Hochster’s “polytopes of ideals” that played an 
important role in his papers [7, 81. 
The second section is devoted to the proof of the above theorem and the 
lemma. The result is not new, but it is hoped that the proof here illustrates 
the. properties of Cohen-Macaulay rings discussed in Section 1. 
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2 J. WATANABE 
In Preliminaries we have collected some fundamental lemmas of homo- 
logical algebra and have given some corollaries to them that will be used in 
the sequel. 
In the following discussion, all rings are commutative, Noetherian, and 
with unit element, and modules are unitary. For a ring A, dim A denotes its 
Krull dimension. 
PRELIMINARIES 
PROPOSITION (1). Let A be a regular local ring and M a$nite module over A. 
(a) Homological dimension of M over A, hd, M, is the greatest integer 
j s~h that Ext,j(M, A) # 0. 
(b) Grade of M is the least integer j such that Ext,j(M, A) # 0. (Grade M 
is the maximal length of A-regular sequences contained in the annihilator of M.) 
Proof. See [I, Proposition 4.101 for (a) and [5, Proposition 3.31 for (b). 
Remark. For an ideal a of a Cohen-Macaulay ring A, the maximal length 
of A-regular sequences contained in a equals the height of a. Hence, 
grade A/a = ht a. 
PROPOSITION (2). Let A and M be as above. M is a Cohen-Macaulay 
module if and only if grade M = hd, M, i.e., if and only if Ext,j(M, A) = 0 
for all but one j; and in this case, the j for which Ext/(M, A) # 0 is equal to 
grade M. 
Proof. It is well known that dim A = hd, M + depth, M. On the other 
hand, dim M = dim Alann M, and grade M = ht ann M, so that we have 
dim A = dim M + grade M. Therefore, depth M = dim M if and only if 
grade M = hd, M. 
COROLLARY (3). Let 0 -+ M -+ M’-+ M” + 0 be an exact sequence of 
$nite modules over a regular local ring A. I f  M’ and M” are Cohen-Macaulay 
modules of equal grade g, M is also a Cohen-Macaulay module of grade g. 
Proof. Since ann M 1 ann M’ Ext,i(M, A) = 0 for j < g by Proposi- 
tion (l)(b). On the other hand, we have the derived sequence ExtAi(M’, A) -+ 
Ext,,j(M, A) -+ Extj,+‘(M”, A). From Proposition (l)(a), it follows that 
Ext,i(M, A) = 0 for j > g. 
COROLLARY (4). I f  M is a Cohen-Macaulay module of grade g, Ext,Q(M, A) 
is also a Cohen-Macaulay module of grade g. Moreover, Ass M = 
Ass Ext,g(M, A). 
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Proof. The first assertion is an easy consequence of Proposition (1). For 
the second assertion, observe that ExtAg(Extj(M, A), A) z M. Then, 
clearly, ann M = ann Ext,g(M, A). For any Cohen-Macaulay module M, 
the set of associated primes coincides with that of minimal primes of ann M. 
Hence, the assertion. 
Let a be an ideal of a regular local ring A such that A/a is Cohen-Macaulay. 
We denote the canonical module of A/a by B(A/a). If grade A/a = g, .Q(A/a) 
is isomorphic to Ext,g(A/a, A). Various properties of Q(A/a) are found in 
Herzog-Kunz [6] and Sharp [ll]. In the latter, the term “a Gorenstein 
module of rank 1” is used for a canonical module. Recall that a Cohen- 
Macaulay ring of the form A/a as above is Gorenstein if and only if SZ(A/a) = 
A/a (cf. Bass [2, Proposition 5.11). 
1. COHEN-MACAULAY RINGS WHOSE COMPONENTS ARE REGULAR 
LEMMA (1.1). Let a and b be two arbitrary ideals of a ring A. Define 
morphisms v  and # as follows: q~: xmoda n b t+ (xmod a, xmodb), 
I$: (x mod a, y mod b) t-+ x - y mod a + b. Then, 0 -+ A/a n b +VJ 
A/a @ A/b -4 A/a + b -+ 0 is an exact sequence. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
The next proposition is due to Hochster and Eagon. They proved it using 
different exact sequences from the one given here (cf. [8, Proposition 17 and 
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PROPOSITION (1.2). Let A be a regular local ring and a and b be ideals such 
that both A/a and A/b are Cohen-Macaulay. Assume that A/a and A/b have 
the same dimension d and that a and b have no associated primes in common. 
Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A/a + b is a Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d - 1; 
(ii) A/a n b is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
In this case, we have an exact sequence of canonical modules: 
o -+ S;)(A/a) @ Q(A/b) - Q(A/a n 6) - Q(Ala + b) - 0. 
Proof. Because a and b have no associated primes in common, we know 
that ht(a + b) > ht(a). The assertion is then clear by Proposition (2) applied 
to the sequence of Lemma (1.1). 
The sequence of (1.1) further enables us to compute Ext’s in certain cases. 
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For example, let a and b be as in Proposition (1.2). Assume that A/a -C b is 
Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d - c with c > 1. Then, 
Ext,j(A/a n b, A) s Q(A/a) @ Q(A/b) j = N - d 
z Q(A/a + b) j=N-d+c-I 
-0 = otherwise, 
where N = dim A so that N - d = ht a. Prime ideals defined by linear 
equations in a polynomial ring are simple examples for a and b. 
COROLLARY (1.3). In the situation of (1.2), zf A/a n b is Gorenstein, then 
A/a + b is also Gorenstein. 
Proof. Immediate by Bass [2, Proposition 5.11. 
Let a = niel qi be a shortest primary decomposition of an ideal a in a 
ring A. Define S(A/a) as the cokernel of v, which sends x mod a to (xmod q&: 
0 -+ Ala +q eiel A/q, -+ S(A/a) --f 0. With this notation, we have the 
following 
LEMMA (1.4). Assume that A is a regular local ring and that each A/q, is a 
Cohen-Macaulay ring. If A/a is also Cohen-Macaulay and ht a = h, then 
S = S(A/a) is a Cohen-Macaulay module of grade h + 1. Hence, zf P is an 
associatedprime of S, ht P = h + 1. 
Proof. Since a is unmixed, ht qi = h for every i E I. Hence, A/a and 
&, A/q, are Cohen-Macaulay modules of equal grade h. Hence, we have the 
exact sequence: 0 -+ ExtAh(S, A) -+ Ext,h(@i,r A/q, , A) -+ ExtAh(A/a, A) -+ 
Ext;+‘(S, A) + 0; the terms other than these are all 0. We have to show 
ExtAh(S, A) = 0. Suppose not. Then, it has an associated prime p, which is 
necessarily an associated prime of &, ExtAh(A/q, , A). Therefore, p is the 
radical of one of qi (see Corollary (4)). But at each component p of A/a, 
q~ induces an isomorphism and S, = 0. Thus, we get a contradiction. The 
last assertion is clear by Proposition (l)(b). 
Let A be a regular local ring. Let {pt}PE, be a finite set of prime ideals of A 
indexed by I. Assume ht pi = h for all i E I. Then, in general, 2h > 
ht(p, + pi) > h if i # j. We define a symbol 0 as follows: pi 0 p, if and only 
ifht(p,+pj) ==h+l. 
PROPOSITION (1.5). Let A and pi be as above. Assume A/p, is Cohen- 
Macaulay for each i E I. Let w denote the equivalence relation generated by 0. 
Put a = niEI pi . If Ala is Cohen-Macaulay, then, for any i, j E I, pi N pj . 
Proof. Let II be the subset of I such that ill, if and only if pi N pr . 
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Assuming that I - I1 # ~zl, let a, = &, pi and a, = nie, pi . Then, we 
have a homomorphism of exact sequences: 
O-+-A/a-A/a, 0 A/a2-+A/a,+a,-+0 
O-+AYiid + ’ 
4 
@ A/p, --+ S A 0. 
iPI 
Since the vertical map at the middle is injective, so is the map on the right. 
This implies that if P is an associated prime of A/al + a, , P is an associated 
prime of S, and by Lemma (1.4), ht P = h + 1. Since P contains both a, and 
a, , we get a contradiction, which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY (1.6). Let A and (P~}~~, be as above. Assume that each pi is a 
regular prime and that A/&, pi is Cohen-Macaulay. Then, there are elements 
fi of A SZ& that pi + (Ii+ pj = pi + (fi). 
Proof. pi + ni+j pi/pi is an ideal of A/p, , which is a UFD. As in the 
proof of (1.5), we see that pi + nizj pj has no embedded primes and that the 
ideal pi + ni+j Pj/pi has height 1. Hence, the assertion follows. 
This does not mean that A/nifj pi is Cohen-Macaulay even if A/&, pi is 
Cohen-Macaulay, but this is the case if it is Gorenstein. In fact: 
PROPOSITION (1.7). Let A be a regular local ring. Let I = a n 6, where a 
and b are ideals of A of pure height h, having no associated primes in common. 
If A/I is Gorenstein, “Ala is Cohen-Macaulay” implies that A/b is Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 0 ---)r a/I -+ A/I --+ A/a + 0. Ac- 
cording to Proposition (2) and Corollary (3), a/I is a Cohen-Macaulay 
module and, therefore, Ext,“(a/I, A) is also Cohen-Macaulay and the 
sequence 0 -+ ExtAh(A/a, A) --f ExtAh(A/I, A) 4 ExtAh(a/I, A) -+ 0 is exact. 
Assume A/I is Gorenstein. Then, ExtAh(A/I, A) = A/I, which implies that 
ExtAh(a/I, A) is an image of A. Let A/b’ = ExtAh(a/I, A). We are going 
to show that A/b’ = A/b. First note that Ass(A/I) = Ass(A/a) u Ass(A/b) 
and that Ass(A/b) = Ass(a/I). Th en, by Corollary (4), Ass(A/b) = Ass(A/b’). 
Let p be a minimal prime of I. I f  p E Ass(A/b), A,/b’A, = ExtAh(a/I, A)P g 
Ext; (A,/IA, , AP) g A,/IA,; hence, b’A, = IA, = bA, . I f  p E Ass(A/a), 
b’AQP== A,. This proves that b’ = b, because an unmixed ideal is an inter- 
section of its primary components. 
EXAMPLE. Let Xij be planes defined by xi = xi = 0 in four-dimensional 
affine space with coordinates xi, i = 1,2,3,4. Consider X = X,, u X,, u X,. 
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X is Cohen-Macaulay, but it cannot be Gorenstein since Xra u X3, is not 
Cohen-Macaulay by Proposition (1.2). 
LEMMA (1.8). Let a = nisi pi be an irredundant intersection of regular 
primes. Assume that depth Alp, 3 2 f  or every i E I. Then, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) depth A/a 2 2; 
(ii) there is an Ala-regular element x such that &, pt + (x) = 
r)iel [Pi + (x)1* 
Proof. (“) (‘) . 1 n => I IS c ear because depth A/a + (x) 3 1. (i) 3 (ii). Let 
S = S(A/a) be as before: 0 -+ A/a + &r Alp, -+ S ---f 0. Since depth 
A/a 3 2 and depth &, A/p, 3 2, it follows that depth S 3 1. Take x to be 
a regular element for both A/a and S. Then, we have the diagram with rows 
exact : 
0 -+ A/a + (x) - 
4 
2 “‘19; + (4 
0 - A/Q1 [pi + @>I + 0 Ahi + (4. El 
The diagram shows that a + (x) = n [ppi + (x)]. 
PROPOSITION (1.9). Let A be a regular local ring. Let a = niEI pi be an 
irredundant intersection of regular primes. If  the following conditions are satisjed, 
then Ala is a Cohen-Macaulay ring: 
(i) A/a is of pure dimension (say d), and 
(ii) there is a sequence of elements in A, x1 ,..., xeml , such that 
Ala @a A/(x, ,..., x,) is of pure dimension d - r and such that a + (x1 , . . . , x,) 
is an intersection of regular primes for 0 < r < d. 
Proof. Note that if one-dimensional local ring is reduced it is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Then, by induction on d, we only have to show that if d > 1, 
x1 is a regular element for A/a. But this is trivial, for unless it is so, 
A/a @ A/(x,) cannot be of pure dimension d - 1. 
The converse of this proposition holds if the residue field of A contains 
infinitely many elements. 
PROPOSITION (1.10). Let a = ni., pi be us in (1.9). Let m be the muximal 
ideal of A. Assume A/m is an infinite Jield. I f  Ala is Cohen-Macaulay of 
dimension d, there is a maximal Ala-regular sequence x1 ,..., xe satisfying the 
following conditions: 
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(i) a + (x1 ,..., xr) is on intersection of regular primes (hence, Ala Ba 
A/(x, ,..., x,) is reduced) for r < d. 
(ii) The length &A/a @ A/(x, ,..., xd)) is equal to the number of com- 
ponents of A/a, i.e., the cardinality of I. 
Proof. Recall that p is a regular prime if and only if p is generated by a 
subset of a regular system of parameters of A, i.e., generated by a subset of 
representatives of a basis for the vector space m/u?. Assume first that 
dim A/a = 1. Then, since A/m is infinite, it is possible to find an element x 
such that pi + (x) = m for every i E I. From the exact sequence as in Lemma 
(1.4) 0 - A/a -+ G&, A/p, --+ S -+ 0, we obtain the exact sequence 
0 - TorlA(S, Al(x)) - 4 @A Al(x) --* @ (Alp, @A Al(x)) 
ier 
-+ S BA A/(x) + 0. 
This shows that E(A/a + (x)) - #I = 1(S BA A/(x)) - Z(Tor,A(S, A/(x))). 
On the other hand, we have an exact sequence 
0 -+ TorIA(S, A/(x)) -+ S : S---f S aA A/(x) -+ 0. 
Thus, Z(S @A A/(x)) = Z(Tor,A(S, A/(x))), and &4/a + (x)) = #I. (Note that 
Z(S) < cc since a = nis, pi is irredundant.) Assume that dim A/a > 2. 
Then, by the same reason as above, there is an A/a-regular element x such 
that pi + (x) is a regular prime for every i E I and such that it is an S-regular 
element. Then, by Lemma (1.8) a + (x) = nisi [pi + (x)] and the proof is 
complete by induction on dim A/a. We should note that the intersection 
nls, [pi + (x)] is irredundant because x is an S-regular element. 
2. AN APPLICATION 
LEMMA (2.1). Let R be a regular local ring and A a local ring that contains R. 
Assume that A is a finite module over R. Then, A is Cohen-Macaulay if and only 
if A is flat over R. 
Proof. See [lo, Theorem (46)], or use the formulas: hd, A + depth, A = 
dim R, and depth, A = depth, A. The first one is well known; for the 
second, see [9, Lemma 21, for example. 
LEMMA (2.2). Let R’ be a subring of a regular local ring R such that R is a 
finite R-module. Then, R’ is regular if and only sf R is jut over R’. 
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Proof. R’ is a local ring, for, R is integral over R’. Let nt’ be the maximal 
ideal of R’. Since R is regular, hd,(R @JR, RI/m’) < co. Assume R is flat 
over R’. Then, it is faithfully flat over R’ and it follows that hd,? R’/nt’ < co, 
which is equivalent to that R’ is regular. The converse is a special case of 
Lemma (2.1). 
LEMMA (2.3). Let R be an integral domain. Let R’ be a subring of R such that 
the$eld of quotients of R is a separable extension over that of R’. Assume that, 
for any element 0 # x E R, x @ 1 and 1 @ x are not zero divisors in R @JR* R. 
Then, R OR, R is reduced. 
Proof. Let R, and RO’ denote the fields of quotients of R and R’, respec- 
tively. Put A = R OR, R. Note that R is a subring of A. Since no element 
of R is a zero divisor of A, A is contained in R, @JR, R, = R,, BR0, R, , which 
is reduced, for, RO’ + R, is a separable extension of fields. 
In the following, R always denotes an integral domain and G a finite group 
acting on R as automorphisms of R. Let RG denote the subring of R formed 
by G-invariant elements. We will always assume that the order of G is 
invertible in R, so that RG is Noetherian over which R is a finite module. 
Moreover, the existence of the Reynolds operator p: R -+ RG, p(x) = 
(l/l G I) Cua xv, guarantees the following 
LEMMA (2.4). Let S be any RG-algebra. Regard S as a subring of R gRc S, 
and let G naturally act on R &G S by S-automorphisms. Then, (R BRG S)o = S. 
Proof. See [4, Lemma (5.6)]. 
Lot R, G, RG, be as above. Put A = R BRG R. We make A an R-algebra 
via A: R + A defined by X(x) = 1 0 x x. Let G operate on A on the first 
factor of R @RG R so that g E G induces an R-automorphism of A. For each 
g E G, define a morphism Ed: R aRc R -+ R, by l ,(X @ y) = xyg, and let 
pg be the kernel of l g . pB is generated by the set {xv @ 1 - 1 @ x / x E RI, 
and A/p, is isomorphic to R. Roughly, Spec A = uDEG Spec Alp, , and identi- 
fying Spec R with Spec Alp, (e is the identity of G), Spec A/p, n Spec A/p, 
is the “points fixed byg.” Throughout the rest of this section, these notations 
will be fixed. 
LEMMA (2.5). a = &o pe consists of nilpotent elements. 
Proof. Let x E a and consider the polynomial f(T) = flgsc (T - x0). 
The coefficients off are all invariant under the action of G and they are 
elements of a as well. Lemma (2.4) says that AC = R. It is obvious that 
a I? R = 0. Thus, if the order of G is n, then f(T) = T”, and f(x) = 0. 
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PROPOSITION (2.6). Assume that R is a regular local ring with maximal 
ideal m and that G is acting trivially on R/m. Then, A is a local ring. Moreover, 
A is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring if and only if RG is a regular local ring. 
Proof. Note that RG/mG = (R/m)G. This is true because we have the 
Reynolds operator. Since A is finite over R, there are only a finite number of 
ideals in A and they all lie over m. But A OR R/m = R &G R OR R/m = 
R &o R/m = R mRG RG/mG, and the last ring is clearly a local ring. 
For the second assertion, consider the diagram: 
RAR@,,R=A 
t t 
h 
i 
RG------+ R, 
where A, is defined by h,(x) = x @ 1, and j is the inclusion map. The A, is a 
morphism of G-modules R and A, and if we take invariant, it retracts to 
j: RG -+ R. By Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2), it suffices to show that, if A, is flat, 
then j is flat (the converse being clear). If A, is flat, then A is a free module over 
h,(R), and A is generated, as a h,(R)- module, by the set h(R). Hence, we can 
choose a free basis of A over X,(R), e, ,..., eU , in X(R). Write A = X,(R)e, @ 
.a* @ h,(R) e, as a direct sum. Each X,(R) e, is a G-module, so that taking 
invariant we get R = RGe, @ RGe, @ ..* @ RGeu . This shows that R is a 
free module over RG. 
LEMMA (2.7). Assume that A is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring and that R is 
a regular local ring. Then, A is reduced and hence, a = flgEG pg = 0. 
Proof. Note that the quotient field of R is separable over that of RG 
(in fact it is a Galois extension with Galois group G). Since A is flat over R, 
no element of R is a zero divisor in A and A is reduced by Lemma (2.3). 
DEFINITION I. Let I’ be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k 
and let GL,( V) denote the group of invertible linear transformations of V over 
Fz. An element in G&(V) of finite order is called a generalized reflexion if it 
pointwise fixes a subspace of V of codimension 1. 
Following Hochster [8, p. 10341, we define a generalized reflexion as an 
automorphism of a ring as follows: 
DEFINITION II. Let g: R --t R be an automorphism of a ring R. Assume 
that g is of finite order, i.e., g” = identity for some n. Then, g is called a 
generalized reflexion if there is a nonunit element 1 of R such that x - XB E (1) 
for all x 6 R. 
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Remark 1. Suppose R is a polynomial ring over a field. When an auto- 
morphism g of R is given by a linear transformation of the variables of R, the 
two definitions above are consistent with each other. Geometrically, g is a 
generalized reflexion if and only if the induced action ofg on Spec R pointwise 
fixes a hyperplane. 
Remark 2. Definition I is not actually used as far as Proposition (2.15), 
where we relate our result Corollary (2.13) to that of Serre [13]. In [13], a 
generalized reflexion in the sense of Definition I is called a pseudoreflexion. 
THEOREM (2.8). Assume that R is a regular local ring and that G is acting 
trivially on the residue field of R. If A is Cohen-Macaulay, G is generated by 
generalized rejexions. 
Proof. Let e denote the identity element of G. Then, it is easy to see that 
g E G is a generalized reflexion if and only if ht(p, + p,) = 1, for, with the 
identification A/p, .% R, A/p, + ps is isomorphic to R/I, where I is the ideal 
generated by the set (x - xg j g E G, x E R). Since A is finite over R, A is a 
quotient of a regular local ring by an ideal that is an intersection of regular 
primes (Lemmas (2.6) and (2.7)). By Proposition (1.5), we get the conclusion: 
To be precise, let H be the subgroup of G generated by the generalized 
reflexions of G. Set a, = fihoH ph and a, = flg$H ps . If a, # A, as in the 
proof of (1.5), there is a prime P of height 1 containing both a, and a, . Then, 
P contains a ph with h E H, and a pB with g E H. Since ph + pg is isomorphic 
to ph+ + pe , hg-l E H. This is a contradiction. 
The homogeneous version of the theorem is as follows: 
COROLLARY (2.9). Let R = k[X, ,..., X,] be a polynomial ring over a 
Jield k, and let G be a finite group acting on R by k-linear automorphisms. 
Assume (I G (, ch k) = 1 if ch k # 0. If A = R @RG R is Cohen-Macaulay, 
G is generated by generalized reflexions. 
Remark. As will be seen below, if G C GL(N, k) is generated by gener- 
alized reflexions, there are N invariant forms, fi ,,.., fN , such that RG = 
klfi ,..., N f 1. We have proved that, in Lemma (1.6), there is an f such that 
P, + b, pg = pe + (f>. This f is, of course, the determinant of the 
Jacobian matrix of fi’s. 
THEOREM (2.10). Assume that R is a regular local ring and that G is 
generated by generalized refexions. Assume that the induced action of G on the 
residue$eld of R is trivial. Then, A = R &G R is a Cohen-Macauiay local 
ring. 
To avoid complexity, we state a part of the proof as a lemma: 
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LEMMA (2.11). Let B be a local ring acted upon by a finite group G that is 
generated by generalized reJlexions. Let G,, be a subset of G consisting of generalized 
reflexions that generate G. For each g E G,, , let 1, be a nonunit element of R 
satisfyng x - xg E (lg) for all x E R. Let p be a prime ideal of B such that, 
(a) p n BG = 0, (b) 1,” $p for allg E G, andfor all h E G. Then, ngEc pg = 0, 
where pe denotes the image of p by the automorphism g. 
Proof. Let n be the maximal ideal of B and let a = ngEG pg. We are 
going to show that a = na, which proves that a = 0 by Nakayama’s lemma. 
Let a E a. If g E G,, , there is an element b such that a - a” = Z,b. Since a is 
G-stable, a - as = Z,b E a. The condition (b) is equivalent to saying that 1, 
is a regular element of B/a, i.e., a: 1, = a for allg E G, . Hence, it follows that 
b E a, and so a - as E na. Since G is generated by G, and since na is G-stable, 
we see that a - ag E na for all g E G. Therefore, if n is the order of G, 
na -CQfG as E na. By the condition (a), we have CgEG as E a n BG C p n BG =O, 
which proves a E na. (We are assuming n is invertible in B.) 
Proof of Theorem. As above, let G, be a set of generalized reflexions that 
generates G. For each g E G, , fix 1, , which has the property stated in the 
lemma. Let N = dim R. Then, we can find N - 1 elements of R, x1 ,..., xNdl, 
such that (xi ,..., xN-J is a regular prime of height N - 1 and such that 
4” $ (x1 ,.*a, x,+r) for all g E G,, and for all h E G. Put P, = (x1 ,..., x,), 
r = 0, l,..., N - 1. We are going to show that, for all r, A OR R/P, z 
R @JRc RIP, is reduced of pure dimension N - r, which proves that 
x1 ,..., xNpl is a regular sequence for A and thatA @a R/PNeI E A/(x, ,..., x,&I 
is a Cohen-Macaulay ring (for it is one-dimensional and reduced). Then, we 
may conclude that A itself is Cohen-Macaulay. (cf. Proposition (1.9)). 
Set P = P, . Let p be the kernel of the morphism IJJ: R &o RIP -+ R/P 
defined by p)(x 03) = ~9, where - denotes the residue class modulo P. 
Observe that: 
(i) the action of g E G on R GJRc R/P is such that (x @ 3)” = xg @ 7, 
and with this action of G on R BRc RIP, G, still consists of generalized 
reflexions. In fact, if g E G,, , and if 5 = x:or x, @ ye is an arbitrary element of 
R &G R/P, then 5 - 5” = (I, @ T)(CIY Z, By,), where z, are elements of R 
satisfying x, - x,g = lgzo . 
(ii) (R &G R/P)G = R/P by Lemma (2.4), and p n R/P = 0. 
(iii) For all g E G, and for all h E G, I,” @ 1 $ p. 
Apply the above lemma with B = R &G R/P to conclude n,& pg = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (2.12). Let R = h[X, ,..., X,] and let G be as in (2.9). I f  G 
is generated by generaltked reflexions, R &o R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
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COROLLARY (2.13). Let G be a finite group acting on a regular local ring R. 
Assume G is acting trivially on the residue field of R. Then, RG is regular ;f  and 
only if G is generated by generalized rejlexions. 
Proof. Immediate by Theorems (2.8) and (2.10) and Proposition (2.6). 
COROLLARY (2.14). Assume G C GL(N, k) is a$nitegroup naturally acting 
on k[X, ,..., X,] = R. Assume (j G 1, ch k) = 1 if ch k # 0. Then, the 
number of basic invariant forms is equal to N if and only ;f  G is generated by 
generalized refEexions. 
Proof. Note that RG is a graded ring finitely generated over k, so that it is 
a quotient of a polynomial ring by a homogeneous ideal. Then it is easy to see 
that RG is regular if and only if RG is a polynomial ring. We have already 
proved that RG is regular if and only if R BRc R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
(cf. Serre [13]) Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (proved by Serre). Let R and G be as in Corollary (2.13). Let 
e: G - GL(mlm2) be the representation of G to the Zariski tangent space of R 
(which is gotten in the obvious fashion). Then, RG is regular if and only if E(G) 
is generated by generalized reflexions. 
For completeness, we show that this theorem and Corollary (2.13) coincide 
as they should. Namely, we prove: 
PROPOSITION (2.15). Let g: R -j R be an automorphism of a regular local 
ring with maximal ideal M. Assume that g is of Jinite order (i.e., gn = identity 
for some n) and that the order is invertible in R. Moreover, assume that g induces 
an identity map on the residue$eld of R. Then, the following two conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) g is a generalized reftexion; 
(ii) e(g) E GL(m/nt2) is a generalized resexiou. 
(See Definitions I and II.) 
We need an easy lemma. 
LEMMA (2.16). With the same assumptions as above, c(g) = identity 
implies g = identity. 
Proof. Let G be the finite group of automorphisms of R generated by the 
single element g. Let p: R + RC be the Reynolds operator. If c(g) is identity, 
then for any x E R, x = p(x) mod m2 so that m is generated by invariant 
elements, i.e., (tn n RG)R = m. Moreover, R is finite over RG. By Nakayama’s 
lemma, R = Ro and g is identity. 
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Proof of Proposition. (ii) 3 (i). Let I be the ideal of R generated by 
{x - xg 1 x E R}. Then, it is easy to see that g is a generalized reflexion if and 
only if ht I = 1, for, since R is a UFD, an ideal of height I is contained in 
a principal ideal. Hence, we may assume that R is complete. Let G be as in 
the proof of the lemma. From the complete reducibility of the representation 
E: G - GL(m/m2), it immediately follows that, if c(g) is a generalized reflexion 
of order n, there is a basis %i ,..., %N for m/m2 such that 
where c is a primitive nth root of unity in k = R/m. Since R is complete, a 
representative c of c can be chosen also to be a primitive nth root of unity. 
Since g is identity mod m, it must hold that cg = c. (In fact (cg)” = 1, hence, 
cg = cm with m < n. Hence, c - cg = c(1 - P-l). c = cg mod m implies 
1 = c+lmod m, so, if m # 1, it is a contradiction.) Let x be a representative 
of %i and consider the element 
1 = p-lx + cn-2xcl + p-2& + .** + CX@ + X@. 
Note that 1 is a semiinvariant of g so that g induces an automorphism 8: 
R/(Z) + R/(l); In fact, 
10 zzz p--1.@ + cn-2& + . . . cxP-l + x = cE. 
We claim that g is identity, which is obviously equivalent to saying that 
x - xg E(E) for all x E R. By the above lemma, it suffices to show that the 
action of 2 on the tangent space of R/(Z) is trivial. But, since I= ncn-5 mod nt2, 
the tangent space of R/(Z) is canonically isomorphic to m/m2 + (x), on which 
the subspace kg2 + kg3 + .*. + kfN of tn/tn2 projects, and the assertion is 
clear. 
(i) * (ii). Assume that there is 2 such that x - xv E (1) for all x E R. 
The (1) is a G-stable ideal, and on R/(Z), G acts trivially. We may assume 
1 E m - m2, for otherwise, g is identity. Let V and I” be the tangent spaces 
of R and R/(Z), respectively. Then, dim V = dim V’ + 1, and as above, 
we have the exact sequence of G-modules: 0 -+ k -+ V -+ V’ --+ 0. Hence, 
V contains a subspace of codimension 1 left invariant by G. 
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